YOUR BUSINESS

Proponent Members and the IRS:
Erika Larkin’s Cautionary Tale
By David Gould, Staﬀ Editor

came to our house and checked the paint on the walls
against the painter’s invoice.”
This next part would sound odd to any self-employed
person who hasn’t been audited, but Larkin actually
wrote a two-page memorandum to the IRS explaining
why a golf instructor needs a home oﬃce—and other
facts of the teaching life. “They didn’t understand what I
did for a living,” she says flatly. “They thought maybe I
was playing tournaments all the time.” Her library of golf
instruction books, for example, looked to the auditor like
recreational reading—prompting another explanation of
how a teaching professional operates.
Larkin’s longest conversation with the auditor was
about home-oﬃce deductions because, in her case, a
much redder red-flag did not arise.
Yes, we are talking about
unreported income. The Larkins ended up owing about
$3,000 to the IRS, plus some
interest, but the verdict was
that Erika had defined certain
expenditures as businessrelated only to find that the
tax code defined them diﬀerently. “In eﬀect, we had to
give back refund money that
we had received,” Larkin
says. “I classified golf shirts,
sunglasses and other items
like that as business expenses, and the auditor disallowed them. Still that’s much diﬀerent than if they think
you are hiding income.”
In essence, Erika should have been stricter with herself, understanding that expensive sunglasses to protect
one’s eyes on the lesson tee can be worn anywhere, at
any time of day, and therefore can’t be restricted to the
category of professional gear. She had also reported
screen-printed shirts and mugs used as camp favors for
the groups of juniors she works with each summer. It
was fortunate that Larkin is a habitual photo-taker, as her
gallery of images contained pictures of junior golfers receiving their screen-printed items.
“The photos helped, of course, but I would tell fellow
teachers that the invoice for the merchandise has to have
as clear a notation as possible of what is printed on the
items, what it’s for—go overboard with detail on any pa-

This story—which has a reasonably happy ending—is
one that Erika Larkin is eager to share. Her motivation is
to help fellow instructors better grasp how tax authorities
currently view the teaching profession. Bottom line: They
don’t understand your day-to-day business activities.
Diligence in record-keeping is therefore essential, along
with clear designations of how expenses and income are
being recorded and categorized.
“I file jointly with my husband, whose income, like
mine, is not based on standard paychecks from a single
employer, although he does get a W-2 form,” explains
Larkin. “Last summer we got a letter from the IRS saying
we were being audited for the tax years 2009 and ’10—
two consecutive filings, which
apparently was rare in the
past but may be happening
more.”
It was during that period
that Larkin had moved up to
Gainesville, Virginia to handle
director-of-instruction duties
at Stonewall Golf Club, a
high-end daily fee with an
emphasis on teaching and
player development. Larkin’s
compensation was and is
based on one of the common
self-employment scenarios
for teaching pros—paying
rent and keeping 100 percent of lesson revenue. Obviously, that setup requires plenty of admin and bookkeeping, which Larkin liked to do in the quiet of her home office.
“Home-oﬃce deductions were a big flag for my husband and me,” she says. “He had one and I had one. To
the IRS, it looked like too much square footage—that just
happened to be the rooms in our home that we chose to
use as oﬃce space.” It greatly helped that, upon inspection, neither room contained beds or den-style furnishings. Likewise, the money the Larkins had spent on
paint, oﬃce equipment and basic decor like carpet were
kept separate from expenditures on other areas of the
house. “If you hire a painter to work in your house, get
him to itemize the rooms, name the rooms and even
specify paint color,” Larkin advises. “The IRS auditor
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perwork like that,” she says. Any tax filer who uses a
paid preparer, especially a CPA, might guess that the
preparer serves as a strict filter or firewall to keep out
expenditures that aren’t going to pass muster. As a golf
instructor, you again must realize that the work you do is
misunderstood perhaps even by a CPA whom you’ve
come to know well—even one you’ve given golf lessons.
Especially given that two tax years were investigated,
the money the Larkins had to pay was fairly modest—although they also had to pay their CPA for long
hours of research leading up to the audit. Going forward,
greater precautions are the order of the day for Erika,
including:
• Skipping the whole idea of “going paperless” and
printing out documents like bank statements and
cancelled checks. “Eventually the bank’s online archive won’t have them, and you’ll spend hours at the
branch pleading for hard copies,” says Larkin.
“That’s a nightmare.”
• Documenting travel expenditures with an “overkill”
approach, in which the destination and purpose of
the trip is noted repeatedly on all relevant itineraries
and receipts.
• Paying for services in cash as seldom as possible.
“Our cleaning service payments can be deducted on
a percentage equal to the square feet of home-oﬃce
space we use,” Larkin says. “But if we don’t have a
cancelled check there is little chance of reporting
that item.”
Above all, accept the fact that IRS auditors confront
the full and complete array of occupations as they pore
through tax returns in search of misdeeds, misinterpretations or miscalculations. They don’t consider it their responsibility to understand how your profession gets
practiced and the nitty-gritty of how your business is
run—so be ready to politely educate them.
And hey, when the audit is complete, you may even
wind up with a new student.

Erika Larkin working with one of her students in Gainesville, Virginia.

As a result, during a tax audit the agent will be verifying that total Schedule C revenues exceed total deposits
in your business checking account. The diﬀerence in the
two figures consists of cash amounts you spent before
they ever made it into your bookkeeping system—which
right there is a case of income going unreported.
Clements suggests that you discourage students from
paying in cash, but in the event they do you immediately
deposit the cash and record that you’ve done so. If you
should be the subject of an audit, you will be stating emphatically that this is your practice and showing documentation to prove it.
Methods of detecting unreported income are multiple
in the IRS playbook, according to Clements. “One trigger
is a 1098 Form that shows the size of your residential
mortgage,” he says. “The computers hold that up against
your reported income, to determine if it seems too small
to support that big a home purchase. They’ll look at the
car you drive and trips you’ve taken.” After seeing so
many cases of hidden income producing an outsized
lifestyle, the government has developed reliable radar for
new instances of it. That’s radar you don’t want to show
up on. – D.G.

Is Golf Instruction a Cash Business?
You’re Better Oﬀ If It Isn’t
To augment Erika Larkin’s tax-audit tale, we consulted
Jim Clements for expert advice on the part of your working life that involves paper currency. A principal in
Clements CPA Group, of Lake Mary, Florida, Jim has
lengthy consulting and tax-preparation experience covering many self-employment occupations, including golf
instruction.
The view he takes of students paying golf teachers in
cash is straightforward: It’s a potential problem with no
real upside. “Picture the golf teacher at the end of the
day, with six personal checks for $100 and a hundreddollar bill,” says Clements. “Will that teaching pro make a
$600 deposit and spend the $100 in cash at the supermarket? The IRS is pretty sure that’s what’ll happen.”
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